
Use the Submit Zero Votes checkboxes to enter zero 
votes for PP and AB/MB in separate precincts.    

Summary Statistics must be entered manually. Enter 
statistics for a handful of precincts. 

Note: The summary stat # of Persons Registered 
at 7am is often ’0’ during the test period. This     
number will be populated automatically after rosters 
are printed and ERS is updated with SVRS data.  
  

Phase 2: Verify Votes/Statistics on ENR 

Once a precinct is completely reported (e.g. both 
Polling Place and AB/MB vote totals are entered),  
these results are ‘pushed’ to the ENR website.  
 
This ‘push’ occurs every 10 minutes. Once both AB 
and PP results are reported for a precinct, allow for 
this processing time.  
 
After time is complete, verify that the results and         
statistics are posted to ENR and have accumulated     
correctly.  

Note: In image above, row has been split and 
stacked.)  

 

When results for all precincts have been upload-
ed/entered your county should be 100% reported.  

 
Once the county is 100% reported, review the       
different Summary Level Results available for your 
county. (E.g. State & Federal Results in County, Lo-
cal Results in County.)   
 
Reviewing these different screens can help identify 
reporting issues should they exist. For example,  

unreported offices:   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Overview: Results 
Reporting Testing in ERS  

It is important to thoroughly test ERS results 
reporting (as well as your results accumula-
tion software) before an election.  

Testing before the election helps ensure a 
smooth and issue-free Election Night.  
 
 
There are 3 phases to ERS testing: 

 Input vote totals and summary statistics in 
ERS  

 Verify these results and statistics appear on 
Election Night Results website (ENR) 

 Proof  votes and statistics in Abstract reports; 
Print blank abstracts   

    
Phase 1: Vote Totals and Statistics Entry 

Vote totals can be entered into ERS electronical-
ly (uploading a results file created from your 
equipment’s accumulation software) through File 
Upload. Votes can also be  hand-entered (from 
machine tapes/reports) through Manual Entry.   

Input vote totals using the method to be          
employed on Election Night. 

 
Input votes for every contest and candidate in 
every precinct. (Preliminary equipment testing 
results would be a data good source.)   



 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Phase 3: Proof Abstract  and print blank copies 

Generate State and County Abstracts. For munici-
palities, schools and special districts with races on 
the ballot, generate a Local Abstract for each juris-
diction.  

To be verified:  

 Are all Precincts listed?  

 Do the correct races and candidate display for 
each jurisdiction? 

 Did votes and statistics accumulate correctly? 

 Does each candidate have the expected vote 
total?  
 

Note: It is important to compare the Abstract to 
the results tape/report to ensure each candidate  
received the expected vote totals.   
 
If a candidate does not receive the expected vote 
total, review the ERS candidates codes and the can-
didate codes assigned within your election reporting 
management software.  

 

Once precincts, contests and candidates have been 
verified, print a Blank State Abstract and a Blank 
County Abstract. These will serve as a backup in 
case ERS is unusable.  

 
 
 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


